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Abstract
The shape and charge of a protein play significant roles in protein dynamics in the biological
system of humans and animals. Characterizing and quantifying the shape and charge of a protein
at the single-molecule level remains a challenge. Solid-state nanopores made of silicon nitride
(SiNx) have emerged as novel platforms for biosensing such as diagnostics for single-molecule
detection and DNA sequencing. SSN detection is based on measuring the variations in ionic
conductance as charged biomolecules translocate through nanometer-sized channels driven by an
external voltage applied across the membrane. In this paper, we observe the translocation of
asymmetric cylindrical structure CRISPR-Cas9 protein and symmetric cylindrical structure
Avidin protein driven by an electric field through the solid-state nanopore. We also observe how
glycerol impacts on the time durations and current blockage amplitudes produced by the
translocation of two proteins in nanopore by using different glycerol concentrations.
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Introduction
The primary structure of a protein which is an amino acid is the basic form and is generally
considered to be inactive. When the linear amino acid sequence folds into a three-dimensional
structure, it becomes an active protein and plays an important role in biological systems. Fully
folded proteins have a certain shape and function in all aspects of human life such as regulating
the metabolism and immune system. Protein characterization which includes protein size and
shape measurements is essential to understand its functioning mechanisms in the human body.
As a part of protein characterization, detecting the shape of a protein could provide the threedimensional structure data to help researchers monitor the dynamics of the proteins. The
traditional methods for protein characterization such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM)1,
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)2, and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)3.
Likewise, biomechanical tools are widely applied in recent decades, such as magnetic tweezers4,
optic tweezers5, and atomic force microscopy (AFM)6. Although these methods are reliable and
useful, the disadvantages are also evident. Pretreatments of samples are required and it may
impact the native proteins’ properties. Convoluted experimental procedures are challenging for
researchers. Expensive and intricate equipment setup and materials could restrict its
development.
Nanopores are classified into three classes: (1) Synthetic nanopores fabricated in solid substrates,
such as Si3N4; (2) Biological pores embedded in a lipid bilayer and (3) Hybrid of biological and
synthetic nanopores. They all have their advantages and disadvantages.
The substrate of choice for all biological pores in planar lipid membranes, polymer membranes
or liposomes placed inside an electrochemical chamber. Standard molecular biology techniques
can produce and purification various channel proteins on a large scale. It is safe to say that the
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channel pores from different purified batches are homogeneous. Moreover, it is possible to
employ site-directed mutagenesis to explicitly fabricate the channel pores because of several
proteins’ crystal structure7. α-Hemolysin channel, MspA channel MspA (Mycobacterium
smegmatis porin A) and Phi29 Connector channel are three well studied biological pores. Human
pathogen Staphylococcus aureus secrets an exotoxin called α-Hemolysin. It is a heptameric
transmembrane pore that resembles the mushroom shape, consisting of a vestibule connected to a
transmembrane β-barrel7. The narrowest part of the pore is at the vestibule which has a diameter
of around 1.4 nm. The α-Hemolysin has demonstrated significant potential in the random
detection of various analytes. However, the limitation is also evident, because of the pore size,
the use of the α-Hemolysin channel is restricted to the translocation of small analytes such as
ssDNA. The procedure of α-hemolysin channel proteins inserting into the lipid bilayer is
spontaneous. It is thermally stable, functioning at temperatures near 100°C, it can also endure a
wide pH range from 2-12 while retaining the original structure. The β-barrel portion of the αhemolysin channel is particularly attractive to genetic engineer and chemist due to it’s obedient
to rational modifications for introducing specific binding elements.
MspA channel is an octameric channel pore found in Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A which
resembles a funnel shape. It functions as a tunnel for the transportation of water-soluble
molecules across bacterial cell membranes. The Neiderweis lab demonstrated the crystal
structure that reveals the single narrowest part is around 1.2 nm wide and 0.6 nm long8. So many
experiments are encouraged by this fundamental but essential discovery. Like α-hemolysin, the
formation of a nanopore consists of MspA channels inserting into a planar bilayer is also
spontaneous9. MspA is more robust because it can maintain channel-forming activity after
incubation at 80°C in presence of 2% SDS or even extraction at 100°C for 30 min at any pH
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from 0 to 149. Mutagenesis on specific sites can be conducted by chemical fabrication on mutant
channels thanks to the discovered crystal structure8.
Phi29 connector channel is the first channel that is neither a membrane protein nor an ion
channel inserted into a lipid bilayer10. The DNA-packaging nanomotor of bacterial virus phi29
contains a refined elaborate channel composed of twelve copies of the protein gp10, which
surrounds to form a dodecamer channel11,12, and this channel functions as a route for the
translocation of double-stranded DNA. The anchoring and insertion of the connector with the
viral capsid are mediated through protein-protein interactions12. Some robust traits followed by
extremely firm, accurate and sensitive conductance signatures are generated from the resulting
system when DNA or ions translocate through the channel after the insertion of the connector
into the lipid bilayer, as revealed by single-channel conductance measurements13. However, the
insertion of the connector into the lipid bilayer is not spontaneous. Artificial intervene is
required, the connector is reconstituted into lipid vesicles during the rehydration, followed by
vesicle fusion with a planar bilayer13. The conductance of each pore remains nearly identical, and
it is completely linear with respect to the applied voltage. The connector channel is also steady
under a wide range of experimental conditions such as extreme pH and high salt solution14. The
one factor that the phi29 system exceeds the other two systems is its larger channel size allowing
all kinds of molecules such as dsDNA, dsDNA, small proteins and peptides. The advantages of
larger pore size also permit more convenient channel modifications such as generating a
sensitive detection region for achieving single-nucleotide resolution or detection and diagnostic
on conjugation or insertion of chemical groups15.
As a versatile alternative to biological nanopores, solid-state nanopores have their unique
advantages including definitive geometries and dimensions, mechanical robustness, simple
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modifications and compatibility with various electronic or optical measurement techniques.
Various ranges from one to hundreds of nanometers of diameter in solid-state nanopore can be
precisely controlled by the experimental requirement. Generally, solid-state nanopores such as
SiN is a dielectric material, it exhibits exceptional thermal and chemical stability over lipid
membrane6. However, their stability relies on the method used to fabricate these pores16. Not all
solid-state nanopores are perfect, but the solid-state nanopore is still better than its biological
opponents due to its unique electrical properties. In recent decades, solid-state nanopore has
encouraged so many applications, such as detecting protein interactions17. Meanwhile, different
kinds of fabrication methods are developed as well such as ion beam sculpting18.
Silicon-based substrates like silicon nitride (SiN) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) have been favored as
a substrate over the years due to its low mechanical stress and exceptional chemical resistance.
High temperatures and low-pressure chemical vapor deposition are frequently used to fabricate
silicon substrates. Standard wet-etching (KOH) techniques and photolithography are employed
to create 100-μm × 100-μm window on the top side, then focus electron beam (FEB) or focus ion
beam (FIB) is applied to sputter atoms away from the SiN membrane to drill a hole in the center.
Precise controlling the diameter of the nanopore is always guaranteed. Conventional SiN
membranes are typically 20 to 30 nm thick. The high salt solution is needed to screen the
negatively charged surface of SiO2 or SiN19. Linear I-V relationship is observed even at high
voltages. SiN pores were primarily used in DNA translocation studies, but more and more
applications of SiN pores on different biomolecules are demonstrated48. The graphene sheet is a
2D sheet of carbon atoms. 2-25 nm diameter pores have been fabricated in suspended graphene
films, composed of one or two layers of carbon atoms and dsDNA was translocated through the
pores67. DNA sequencing is especially attracted by graphene nanopores because of its
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exceptional electrical, thermal and mechanical properties. Interestedly, the ionic current signal
measured will be convolution because of a few nucleotides twisting in or around the pore,
therefore it possesses the higher spatial resolution compared to other thicker solid-state nanopore
which accommodates significantly more DNA68. Moreover, a lateral voltage across the nanopore
membranes is permitted in graphene nanopore69. Theoretically, it is possible to measure the
lateral tunneling using nanofabricated graphene electrodes. Therefore the current in the tunnel
across the nanopore is associated with the individual molecules which go through the nanopore,
the resolution of nanopore biomolecule can be greatly improved70,15.
DNA sequencing was the first popular research area. In 2004, the National Human Genome
Research Institute launched the “$1000 genome project” to expand next-generation sequencing
(NGS) techniques, such that a human genome can be sequenced rapidly for less than $1000.
Schadt.et.al has categorized the NSG into three generations20. First-generation sequencing based
on Sanger’s approach: has a read length of 400-900 bp with 99.9% accuracy at a cost of $2400
per million base21. The second-generation sequencing techniques are based on the amplification
of target DNA and large numbers of parallel chips. Although 2nd generation sequencing brings
down the cost to less than $1000, the DNA read length is compromised to a few hundred bases
and it takes longer time22. New technologies are developing rapidly in order to overcome the
limitations of previous generations. Those techniques that focus on the single-molecule level are
known as third-generation techniques such as Nanopore sequencing23, single-molecule motion24,
molecular force spectrometry25, sequencing by tip-enhanced Raman scattering26. These
techniques share a common feature which is no requirement for complicated sample preparation
procedure. Nanopore technology has more practical benefits such as uncomplicated sample
preparation, label-free or chemical modification-free; real-time detection and result27. After a
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tremendous amount of progress made on nanopore sensor as a next-generation detection method
to detect and monitor multiple properties of DNA molecules in their different environments by
measuring the ionic current blockages in voltage biased nanofabricated pores28-32, detecting
molecules with a size comparable or larger than DNA, such as short peptides, small proteins, as
well as protein and any biochemical species have been investigated in recent years33-35.
Information on the proteins can be obtained by analyzing the data. Some brilliant results are
found such as Pradeep Waduge’s discovery on the correlation between the shape of the current
signal amplitude distributions and the protein fluctuation as obtained from molecular dynamics
simulations36. Gautam V. Soni observed a systematic dependence of the conductance blockade
and translocation time on the molecular weight of the nucleosomal37. The shape and volume of
single protein molecules are estimated by Erik C. Yusko by analyzing individual resistive pulses
current values38.
Nanopore sensor detection can be summarized as the combination of ion channel39 and resistive
pulse technique40. A solid-state nanopore is a nanometer-sized hole that is etched in a thin silicon
nitride (Si3N4) membrane and it is placed between two isolated chambers (made by PDMS). One
silver/silver chloride electrode is placed in each of the two chambers to provide voltage. When
voltage is applied across the nanopore in a salt solution, the electric field inside drives the ions in
the salt solution to flow through the open nanopore generating an ionic current and the open pore
current I0 (baseline current) is established and detected by a patch-clamp amplifier. The baseline
current is determined by the pore geometry and solution conductivity σ. A fundamental example
would be a cylindrical geometry, the relationship between I0 and applied voltage (V) can be
predicted using Ohms law41:
𝐼0 =

𝑉σπ𝑟 2

(1)

𝐻
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Respectively, r and H are radius and thickness of the nanopore. A basic set up of a solid-statenanopore translocation experiment is shown in Fig 1(b). Upon addition of charged biomolecules
in the cis chamber, molecules will diffuse to the pore and translocate through the pore driven by
the electric field, thus temporarily blocking the passage of ions that leads to a decrease in the
open pore current, this simple transient current blockage event can be recorded and measured.
The Current drop is represented as ∆Ib. In this case, we use equation (2) to estimate the excluded
volume of protein42:
∆𝐼𝑏 = 𝜌(𝑙

γAV

2
𝑝 +1.6𝑟𝑝 )

(2)

where γ is the shape factor of the protein, V is the applied voltage across the nanopore, H the
effective thickness of the nanopore, and A the volume of the translocating molecule. ρ (Ω m)
represents the resistivity of the electrolyte, lp is the length of the pore and rp the radius of the
nanopore43.
Briefly, the relationship between normalized resistive pulse magnitude ΔI/I0, and the volume of
the associated translocating particle traces back to Maxwell’s derivation44,45,66
∆𝐼
𝐼𝑜

4𝐴 𝛶

= − 𝜋𝑑2 (𝑙
𝑝

𝑝 +0.8𝑑𝑝 )

(3)

Where A is the volume of the particle, γ is the particle’s electrical shape factor (γ= 1.5 for perfect
spheres), dp is the diameter of the pore, lp is the length of the pore.
Nanopore concentrates on a single molecular species at a time during sequencing, with the
spatial resolution within the molecule being the main focus46. The translocation velocity and
molecule capture rate can be optimized by either controlling the nanopore electroosmotic speed47
through different solution properties, such as salt concentration, temperature, viscosity (which
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modifies the electric potential bias across the nanopore)49. On the other side, it is challenging to
develop a general platform to distinguish a broad range of molecules with different electrical and
physical properties in terms of multiple biomolecules such as protein detection for diagnostic
applications. A method to effectively snare proteins with different size/charge ratios in
nanopores in the same solution conditions is desired. Recently molecular dynamics simulations
have demonstrated that the nanopore ionic current can be potentially used to characterize the
conformation changes of a protein inside the nanopore with high resolution49,50. Pioneering
works have validated the theoretical observations that nanopore ionic current can be potentially
used to characterize the conformation changes of a protein inside the nanopore51. Although the
folding and unfolding of protein play a crucial role in human physiology, the structure and threedimensional shape of the protein are as significant as its dynamic role in human metabolism. The
successful characterization of the unlabeled and folded protein in aqueous environments at the
single-molecule level was reported52.
A recent study where Avidin molecules are monitored passing through ClyA, a biological
dodecamer nanopore provided fascinating results53. We are curious to compare how Avidin and
Cas9 protein will perform through the solid-state nanopore in different salt and glycerol
concentration. The nanopore made of silicon nitride54 is employed to provide its particular
strengths such as high sensitivity, label-free, chemical, and thermal robustness55.
Avidin is a tetrameric biotin-binding protein found in the oviduct and deposited in the albumen
fraction of eggs, many studies been conducted on avidin due to the remarkable ligand-binding
activity and unusual solution stability56. Avidin has four identical subunits consisting of 128
amino acids with a total size of 67kDa and a high isoelectric point of approximately 9.557,58, and
its dimension of 7.1 nm × 6.7 nm × 5.5 nm is well comprehended from X-ray studies59,60.
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Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) and its CRISPRassociated (Cas9 protein) which consist of 1376 amino acids and has a size of 160 kDa with the
dimensions of 15 nm × 20 nm × 9 nm and the size of 160 kDa from crystal structures61 are also
employed due to its enormous popularity in genetic engineering, the Cas9 protein can bind to the
target DNA sequence through guide RNA (gRNA)62. However, unlike highly negatively charged
DNA molecules whose total charge is proportional to the number of bases, protein molecules are
independent of their number of residues, sequence, or size. But can be charged by applying pH
that is higher or lower than proteins’ isoelectric point. The irregular shape and charge
distribution will require a different strategy to detect proteins.
In this paper, we report that the attempted characterization of spherical protein avidin and nonspherical Cas9 protein by the ionic current through the solid-state nanopore and how viscosity
and salt solution affect the translocation. The study performed here can be potentially used to
prove that nanopore identification of single protein molecules in real-time is qualified to be
applied in the real world. It might ultimately become a feasible biochemical and clinical
detection method for an individual’s proteome and single-molecule sorting in the future.
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Figure 1: (a) A molecule translocating through a nanopore is schematically illustrated. (b).
Experimental setup for single-molecule measurements with nanochip between the two chambers.
(c) A 3D representation of Avidin (2AVI pdf file). (d) A 3D representation of S. pyogenes Cas9
(4CMP pdf file).
Experiment Setup
Nanopore chips are cleaned by sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide in a 3:1 ratio mixed solution
at 90ºC for 30 minutes, then rinsed with deionized water for 30 minutes, and finally soaked
overnight in deionized water. A chip is aligned between two ∼80 µL PDMS chambers. These
chambers are filled electrolyte which contains 1.6 M NaCl, 20% glycerol and 150 mM Tris
buffer solution at pH 7.5. 1.6 M NaCl solution is filtered with a 20 nm membrane syringe filter
(Whatman) and degassed at 40ºC. A pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes are immersed in the PDMS
chambers. The whole system was placed on a vibration isolated table and surrounded by a
Faraday cage. An Axopatch 200B and digidata 1322A combined system are used to apply the
DC voltage and to measure the current signal through the nanopore. A 10kHz low pass Bessel
filter is applied to filter the current signals, and they are sampled at a rate of 200 kHz. All the
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nanopores used in this experiment are characterized by current and voltage curves and have a
Current root mean square which indicates noise level less than 10 pA. The data is analyzed by a
homemade Matlab program.
Fluidic Chambers
Two fluidic chambers made from Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) Cis and Trans were designed to
support a nanopore. The ratio of polydimethylsiloxane to hardener is 10:1. After mixing it well,
the solution is placed on a heat plate at 70°C for 12 hours. The view of both Cis and Trans
chambers is shown in Fig.1(a) and (b) respectively. Cis chamber has a 1 mm opening at the
center to bring set the tip above the nanopore surface. Three channels were designed inside the
cis chamber, as an inlet and an outlet for the salt solution, and one for an Ag/AgCl electrode. The
dimension of the Trans chamber is 2 cm × 2 cm × 1cm and has a 1 mm hole at the center, two
channels to flow the electrolyte in and out, and the third channel for an Ag/AgCl electrode to
apply a voltage across the chambers. A nanopore chip was inserted between cis and trans and the
designated electrolyte solution is used when needed. To measure the ionic current across the
nanopore channel, the Ag/AgCl electrodes in each chamber were connected to a current
amplifier (Molecular device, Axon 200B). The whole system was enclosed in a home-made
Faraday cage to minimize noises caused by electromagnetic radiation. As explained in the
nanopore fabrication section, the KOH etching step results in a pyramid-shaped pit. When
aligning the chip, the bottom side of the chip should face down touching the trans chamber, and
the top of the pyramid face up touching the cis chamber after enclosing both chambers as
showing in Fig. 1(b), and the window of the chip should be aligned with both channels from the
cis and trans chamber in order to form a perfect tunnel allowing protein freely moving from cis
to trans chamber.
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Protein Sample Preparation
Avidin (67kDa, Thermo Scientific Inc, Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, Illinois, USA) is
dissolved in 1.6 M NaCl salt solution with 20% glycerol at pH 7.5 using Tris buffer to the
concentration of 300 nM. Cas9 Nuclease, S. pyogenes (New England Biolabs) is diluted to the
concentration of 300 nM using 1.6 M NaCl salt solution with 20% glycerol at pH 7.5.
Nanopore Fabrication
Silicon nitride nanopores used in this work were 9 nm × 7 nm in diameters for Avidin and 25 nm
× 22 nm for Cas9. These nanopores were fabricated in free-standing silicon nitride membranes
supported by 3 mm × 3 mm silicon substrate chips using the Focus Ion beam sculpting procedure
introduced by Dr. Li et.al63. Solid-state nanopores are sculpted from a sub-micron hole in freestanding silicon nitride (Si3N4) membrane with a high energy noble gas ion beam. The particular
process of free-standing Si3N4 membrane preparation is discussed here64. In general, a 380 µm
thick silicon wafer with 275 nm low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) of Si3N4 on
both sides, is used to fabricate a free Si3N4 membrane. Photolithographically designed polymer
etch membrane is applied to cover the bottom surface completely and leave an approximately
500 µm Silicon nitride open region on top for etching. Next, a silicon chip is Reactive Ion Etched
to remove the silicon nitride now exposed in the windows and trenches by photolithography.
Finally, the photoresist is removed from the wafer, which is done by rinsing the wafer in acetone,
as well as dipping the wafer in a hot bath of photoresist stripper. The wafer is then placed in a
bath of 30% KOH at 90º C to etch pits and trenches through the wafer and to create a reverse
pyramid-shaped hollow region with. As an anisotropic etchant, potassium hydroxide does not
etch the silicon nitride membrane. Once the membrane is ready, a Focused Ion beam is used to
drill a hole through the free-standing silicon nitride membrane. A transmission electron
12

microscope (TEM) image of the FIB drilled hole is taken. Then the single chip with FIB pore is
loaded into the Ion Beam Sculpting apparatus (IBSA). The complete description of the IBSA is
discussed here65. Briefly, a 3keV He gas ion beam bombarded normally on the FIB drilled hole
in the SiNx membrane. Electrostatic lens systems are applied to focus the ions that pass through
the FIB hole on the Channeltron style single ion detector. The mass ion flow that strikes above
the FIB hole surface will shrink the top of the hole. The number of ions passing through will
demonstrate the size of the hole, small amounts of ions passing means a small area of the pore.
Know the initial area of FIB measured from TEM, the beam is deflected away using LabVIEW
controlled feedback system when the desired size of a nanopore is achieved. At last, nanopores
are annealed at 800ºC for 1 hour in dry nitrogen gas in a tube furnace, and they are imaged under
TEM again to measure the final size after closing the procedure65.
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Figure 1.2: Schematics of the Ion Beam Sculpting nanopore fabrication procedure: (a) both sides
of the 380 μm thick silicon wafer are coated with a 275 nm thin layer of LPCVD low tensile,
silicon nitride. (b) Photo lithographically designed polymer etch mask covers the bottom surface
completely and 579 μm silicon nitride region is open for etching. (c) RIE etch of the uncovered
SiNx region on the top surface. (d) KOH wet etch of silicon, gives a 30 μm free-standing SiNx
membrane. (e) 50 keV highly focused Ga+ ion beam is used to create a 100 nm hole (FIB hole).
(f) 3keV energy, broad parallel beam of noble gas ions are bombarded on the free-standing
silicon nitride membrane with FIB hole, resulting in a motion of mass from the surface to the
hole. Ions passing through the resulting hole are counted by a Channeltron, a single ion counter
as a feedback system to control the size of the pore precisely.
Result and Discussion
The close match between the avidin outer dimensions and the pore’s inner dimension makes this
pair attractive for our goal. The shape of avidin resembles an hourglass with one end slightly
bigger than the other, and the shape of the current drop demonstrated in figure 2a appears across
all data collected illustrated our assumption. Glycerol is known to reduce protein flexibility, shift
protein to a more compact state. Glycerol also prevents protein aggregation and stabilizes the
protein in general20. We have noticed that the viscosity of the solution significantly impacted
Avidin protein translocation time by increasing it generally. At the same voltage(150mv), The
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translocation time is 75 microseconds in 1% glycerol and 150 microseconds in 20% glycerol in
figure 2b, c, and d. The reasons that voltage of trial 20% glycerol viscosity started at 150mv
instead of 30mv like in 1% glycerol are enormous error rates in Gaussian fit and an infrequent
number of current drops. For current amplitude, the 1 M NaCl 1% glycerol viscosity has an
amplitude of 130 at 150mv, and 1.6 M NaCl 20% glycerol viscosity has an amplitude of 72 at
150mv. Demonstrated in Figures 3a, b, and c. The current amplitude of 20% glycerol solution is
smaller and increasing steadily with the voltage increasing compared to the 1% glycerol solution.
Our result demonstrated that higher viscosity plays an impactful role in the translocation time of
Avidin through the solid-state nanopore.
A similar situation occurs in the case of Cas9, high viscosity increases the translocation duration,
and the relationship between current and voltage is always linear in both viscosity solutions.
However, unlike the Avidin case, Cas9 protein obeys the ohmic relationship described above
which viscosity does not affect the current blockage because of 1 M NaCl 1% glycerol shares
almost identical conductivity to 1.6 M NaCl 20% glycerol which is around 80,000 µS/cm. We
suspect the reason being the different proportions between the molecule and the nanopore, and
the susceptibility of protein structure to salt concentration. In the case of Avidin, a very similar
size nanopore (9 nm × 7 nm pore against 7 nm × 6 nm × 5 nm avidin molecule) is employed to
slow down the molecule when it gets close to the pore or even to force it to pass the pore in a
certain orientation. Good results are found from both concentrations demonstrating the unique
hourglass shape of Avidin.
As the reason why higher viscosity’s current amplitude is approximately half of the lower
viscosity, we suspect that the small nanopore, higher viscosity, and larger voltage might have
ripped avidin into two individual molecules each consisting of two subunits since avidin is
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consist of four identical subunits. Also, higher salt concentration contributes to the change of
protein structure due to electrostatic interactions. Cas9 does not show the same pattern as avidin
because a relatively larger pore is employed (25 nm × 22 nm pore against 15 nm × 20 nm × 9 nm
Cas9 molecule) and its susceptibility to change structure due to salt concentration. Moreover,
different choices of salt could also be a factor. Normally, potassium chloride is widely used in
solid-state nanopore especially in SiN. The baseline current of this work at any voltage is
sometimes lower than potassium chloride counterparts.
Figure 5 and 6 demonstrate that our Cas9 data share similarities with the oblate profile compared
to Jared Houghtaling, et al’s work, our Cas9 current signatures fits the description of
oblate/prolate protein’s signature with a deeper blockage at around 600 pA representing oblate
conformation and a lower blockage at around 850 pA representing prolate conformation. Avidin
signatures in figure 7 show that avidin fits the category of general spherical protein signatures for
having one type of constant current blockage around 600 pA, and figure 7b shows that it meets
the hourglass shape described at figure 2b.
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Figure 2(a): examples of Avidin's current blockage drops.

Figure 2(b): Translocation duration trend from 150 mv to 270 mv in 1.6 M 20% glycerol NaCl
solution at 7.5 pH.
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Figure 2(c): Translocation duration trend from 30 mv to 150 mv in 1 M 1% glycerol NaCl
solution at 7.5 pH.

Figure 2(d): The Gaussian fit of Translocation time at 150 mv for two different viscosity
solutions.
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Figure 3(a): Current amplitude tendency from 30 mv to 150 mv in 1M NaCl 1% glycerol
solution at pH 7.5.

Figure 3(b): Current amplitude tendency from 150mv to 270mv in 1.6 M NaCl 20% glycerol at
pH 7.5.
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Figure 3(c): The Gaussian fit of 1.6 M NaCl 20% glycerol and 1 M NaCl 1% glycerol at 150 mv
at pH 7.5.

Figure 3(d): Scatter plot of avidin in two different concentrations.
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Figure 4(a): The Gaussian fit of the current amplitude histogram of Cas9 in two different
concentration solutions.

Figure 4(b): Current trace of Cas9 at 150mv in 1.6M NaCl 20% glycerol and 1M NaCl 1%
glycerol relatively.
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Figure 4(c): The Gaussian fit of the Translocation Duration histogram of Cas9 in two different
concentration solutions.

Figure 4(d): Scatter plot of Cas9 in two solutions both at 150mv.
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Figure 5. Maximum and minimum blockade values corresponding to electrical shape factors.
Houghtaling, Jared, et al. “Estimation of Shape, Volume, and Dipole Moment of Individual
Proteins Freely Transiting a Synthetic Nanopore.” ACS Nano, vol. 13, no. 5, 2019, pp. 5231–
5242., doi:10.1021/acsnano.8b09555
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Figure 6. Cas9's current signature.

Figure 7. Current signatures of Avidin.
Conclusion
By using equation 3, we calculated the volume of avidin to be 230 nm3. It is a reasonable value
compare to Dr. Yusko et al’s 161 nm3 of streptavidin’s volume since Streptavidin and Avidin are
considered spherical shape with shape factor (γ=1.5)38. However, the shape factor for a nonspherical protein such as Cas9 depends on the conformation when it translocates through the
nanopore. The current amplitude of avidin demonstrates similar amplitude distribution patterns
24

compare to Streptavidin and other spherical proteins which is the one peak gaussian fit. A two
peaks amplitude distribution pattern is expected for Cas9. However, due to the uncontrollable
rotation and less comprehensive data, a single peak pattern is generated. The result from both
Avidin and Cas9 proteins demonstrates that the translocation of protein molecules is similar to
the translocation of DNA molecules. They both obey the ohmic behavior in the ionic solution
passing through the nanopore. The current trace is distinct when a long DNA chain passing
through the nanopore, and it is easier to tell if a protein is attached to the DNA chain since the
thickness of DNA remains constant as a cylindrical shape. Individual protein molecule usually
has an asymmetric shape, and they are constantly spinning in an ionic solution maintaining a
hydrodynamic radius, therefore, harder to detect the shape of it. That is the motivation behind
using the pore that has a similar diameter to the protein. Nevertheless, the natural flaw of this
using small pore is also obvious, some protein molecules will generate a blockage signal when
hit the surface of the membrane and bounce back, therefore, slightly mislead the data collection.
Inspiringly, we share some similar result with Waduge’s result on the estimation of the sizes and
intrinsic flexibilities of proteins as they slowly squeezed through synthetic nanopores with
diameters only slightly larger than the proteins themselves36, and this confirms that solid-state
nanopore has the potential to detect protein conformational change and rigidity. We believe that
this study will help solid-state nanopore to become a valuable sensor on protein conformation
and size detection. Proteins are more susceptible to outside factors such as pH, salt concentration
and nanopore size than DNA molecules, an example would be that high concentration salt will
interfere with the electrostatic interaction of protein in solution hence break the bond of protein
molecules.
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In the future, more comprehensive research will be conducted on both Avidin and Cas9 to
demonstrate the specific role of each independent variable plays during the translocation.
Moreover, potassium chloride will also be used to compare how different salt solutions affect the
protein in a solid-state nanopore. More experiments will be performed to confirm the specificity
of protein interaction with the solid-state nanopore. The ease of approach of our Avidin and Cas9
detection scheme over the other techniques makes nanopore sensing of different biomolecules a
promising platform for disease detection and diagnostics. Indeed, we visualize the massive use of
such nanopore detection for the fast detection and identification of More biomolecules such as
dsDNA, ssDNA, large and small proteins.
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